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FOREWORD

This "Orientation to Public Service" series is one of a set of nine student centered books designed to acquaint high school

students with basic information concerning'carebrs in public service. Each book addresses itself to either a major occupational

group in public service or an important supplemental area of study necessary to the understanding of public service. In addition

to the student centered materials found in this book, a teacher's guide outlining how this book can be used in a course setting

has been developed for the potential user.

The "Qrientation to Public Service" course,is the fist in a series of three courses developed as a comprehensive approach to

vocational skill development in Public Service for Georgia High Schools. While materials in this course are valuable to the student

without benefit of the remaining two courses in the series, a student would normally enroll in "Preparing for Public Service" and

the "Public Service Community Skill Development Program" subsequent to the Orientation course.

As with all curriculum materials and gUides, the informati i:: n contained here is a beginning point. In order for this course _

to effectively meet the needs of each individual student, the user must eclectic) local and individual student needs. As such, r make

a strong recommendation that extensive use of the curriculum guides be used With the materials. Included i`n these guides is a

wide range of suggestions for helping these materials meet the local classroomireecher's needs.

This material was prepared by the "Applied Program of Public.Sevige" under a direCit grant to Gwinnett County Schools

from the Georgia State Department Office for Adult and Vocational Education (OAVE). OAVE is presently under the direction

of Dr. Russell Clark, Assistant Supermtendent for Adult ad,Vocational Education Programs. .

I n the developmentof these-materials special consideration should go to Mrs. Melinda Skiles. Her tireless efforts in evaluating

these.materials for their useability by the claisroom student, have been invaltiable.

. ammasmossimosearamemaimio

aoroborirmisorlsiauttiouteri-4-
11110300450441Alikigt4041110-kmmlirgftiftUtw"MOAtsfoiNMONWRIIIMION.

c

Daniel L. CoWart

Project c obrdinator and Operations Director



OVERVIEW

This booklet contains several units of reading and related activities. The reading details

some specific aspects of the major occupational groups. The activities have been designed to

provide the student with opportunities to further explore the objectives of the reading. The

activities wary in length and complexity.

Before any student begins work in a booklet, the teacher should become thorouohly_familiar'

with the 'contents. Some activities may take several days to complete. The teacher should help

the student budget his or her time accordingly. Some activities may call for a resource person,

a field "rip or an on-site interview. The teacher will need to be aware of these activities and

schedule for them early enough so that the student can complete the activities within the suggested

time frame as outlined in the Implementation Guide.

The section orientation page (Where Am I Going? Haw Will I Get There? How Will I Know? . .

Ts intendedoto serve as an organizer for the student. It should help focus the student's thinkirq

and prepare him or her for the reading and activities to come. An orientation page appears for

each section for all booklets in this series.

9
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This booklet has been designed so that students can work on many of the activities independently

with appropriate monitoring and guidance from the teacher. It is most important to remember, however,

that these booklets are not workbooks and should not be passed out at the,first'of the period, worked

in, and then qollected to be checked later. No material or set of 'activities can replace the importance

of a creative, enthusiastic and well prepared teacher. Teacher preparation is essential to effective

'and successful, use of these booklets. Net only should all materials and resources be organized, but

the teacher should be alert to.supplemental materials availa'bl'e through newspaper stories, carefully

chosen commercial names and books.
6.4vw

As a continuing activity for all MOG's. students can develop bulletin boards and other public

relations type of Ilisplays for the classroom and the school. The classroom should reflect the activities

If the students. Make liberal use of student photographs, brochures,, and posters to display various

aspects of careers in public service. .As students see the involvement of their peers in tiese jobs,

they will be encouraged to participate in the program. A useful technique borrowed' from the elementary

school is to set up learning centers around the room which give new students a chance to "sample" a,

MOG through'an entertaining activity, photographs, brochures or even a taped discussion with a resource

person. These learning centers should rotate and change as inew-information is brought in and'as student

10 \ 11



involvement in the careers changes. Planning, motiv:Itino, arc Toritorind are tn. --2:s to s-0cess

in the Applied Program of Public Service

For your information, apswers to self-check activities and otrer aotivitles 4k-on

specific answers have been provided in the last section of this booklet. It will be recessr, to

develop answer sheets for'your file in order.for students to have access to tnem.

v
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TRANSPORTATIONIMANAMENT

Introdu/itin

Congestion has become a major problerrion our roads and around many airports. It has been estimated that the number of

highways will have to double between 1970 and 1980 to make it possible to continue travel if cars and trucks are produced and

sold at the present rate of about 10 million a year. These concerns are handled by agencies and workers in transportation management.

Transportation Management is an interesting and &banding area of employment. Such managers are necessary to see that people

ancleargo move about o

ries receive funding (mo

cities, states, country, agd world in an orderly, efficient, and convenient manner. Stites, cities and count-

y)%from the Federal Department'of Transportation:-

141

WHERE AM I GOING? '', .. 4

By the time I complete this introduction and its activities, I will be familiarwith the basis purposes of Transportation Manage-
.,

menv You will be able to identify the three major job families and should hav/e a good idea about the kinds of problems that may

be facing workers in Transportation Management job families.

HOVVVILL I GET THERE?

1. Readthe section that follow's.

2. View a filmstrip on Transportation Management.

3. Think of Transportation Management problertis

and solutions.

16
1

HOW WILL I KNOW . . .

I wilt successfully co . fete the Self Check Activi

will answer a set Auestions.

I will cmplete theProblems and Solutions Activity.

17



INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

When we hear the word "transportation", our first thought is usually a car, a truck, a plane, a boat, or a train. These are the
a
Major ways we move from place to place. Transportation Management sees that we are able to travel in the safest, fastest way

possible. In addition to offering advice and guidelines, transportation officials provide exact regulations that must be med by organi-

izations and companies involved in the transportation business.

Records show that comm ial companies drove, flew, or sailed over 1 trillion miles last year. This is equal to about 875,000

trips tope moon, and does not inc ude the miles we drive in our cars, motorcycles, and p'-'k -up trucks. Transportation is impor

tant to all of us, therefore, the men and women who work in the field provide a gre lice to the American people.

p

Transportation Managers
,c
4

Specifically, transportation managers de op that brovide fast, safe, and convenient transportation to the public as
-

efficiently as possible (like-rapid transit systems). They make sure that transportation programs are administered fairly. They also

help private companies by offering guidance and rules concerning transportation. Programs are developed to encourage state,

federal, and local agencies to work together in providing good transportation. Studies and research are Conducted to keep pp with

technological advances in transportation. Transportation managers sometimes also recommend legislation to Congress that will

help in the safe transportation of people and products.

Among other things, the transportation manager must be able to lopk into the future. If he or'she does not, the plan the

manager prepares today will be out of date and old fashioned by'the time it is completed. That is why stories'you read about

moving sidewalks, individual flying machines, helicopters, and high-speed subways are not ssciene fiction.

2
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/ . I n the past, transportation officials have been primarily concerned with national problem% They can no longer dothis. ,

Today over 75% of our population live's in the ties. 5.;:ty officials are asking for help not only in the area of moving from pice

to place, but also in the fields of air pollution, noise, traffic congestion, destruction ofyeighborhoods by freeways, poor trans-

portation for the underprivileged, the aged and the handicapped, and improved safety. If you worked in the. area of Transportation

Management you would help solve these problems facing the nation today. This is a problem that can not be pushed °If until

tomorrow. Solutions must begin today and you can be a part of the solution.

If you think you are interested in the transportation field, it isn't really important whether you'd rather work with planes, .

railroads, trucks, ships, or cars, since in today's transportation world all of'%Nse work together in seeing that products and people
,

are moved from pljace to place. The mode of transportation is not as important as getting into the fid good, creative people who

have the ability to see not only the problems that exist now but the problems that might exist in the future. The problems that

exist in transportation today can be applied to future forms of transportation as well.

. 0( .
Transp4ratiori-Systems and ManagemIt Job Families

P oil

The transportation systems most of us know beat are...Tr-Lick lines, steamship lines, airlines, railroad lines, and pipeline.s (D d

)ou know that pipelines.are cotisidered to be a major form of land transportation. Of course, pipelines transport raw materi I

oil) but without them we would be without much of our fuel. No Place in.the United States is over'200 miles from a pipeline.

There are many jobs associated with pipeline transportation. Contact the Department of Transportation, 400 7th Street, S.W.,

Washi_pgto,n, D. C., for information on pipeline transportation. The jcib families in transportation are airways, highwaysj and

railroads. Waterways and public transit systems are soritetj5aalso includechin the job familieg.

20

Airways Job Family. A major ai provides employment for thousands of people with several

hundred of these in airport adminis tion, airpor't 0/inning, design and operation, and air traffic

control.

3



Control and other flight specialist's jobs are examples of the many opportunities in this Major

OccTional Croup Job Family. r.

Highways Job Family. Roadway regulations include the regutlating of loads, vehicles, drivers, and

access routes. Planning and design, traffic control, rate regulation, and driver regulations are, areas,

therefore, that provide jobs in this family. A close working rilationship with law enforcement

agencies is essential.

Railways Job Family: Public Service personnel work in directing the operatiOn of a large'part ofr
the rail passenger traffic. Rate setting( terminal anchhighspeed passenger systems designs, control

systems, and research and development on new tracks are examples of opportunity-creating jobs

that need to be done.

4

MULTIPL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

America is a nation onthernove and people an goods afe moved by several means. Some transportation companies have

begun to provide shipper-to-receiver services by usi g more than one transportation system. Airlines are concerned with poor-to

door delivery of people as well as of cargo. It is c mon to see, truck%, trailers,'and boxes loaded on railroad cars for movement

to another city and then unloaded, connected to another truck, and delivered,to the receivr Ships are also designed for this

type of cargo. These multiple transportation sys ems are called "intermOdal systems".

As in,termodal syStems of transportation d velop, robs area of transportation management will be similar to jobs in
, . N.

other areas Transportation managerS wiH wor with.airways, highw aysi.railroads, and waterways in areas such a data management,

passenger management, environmental manage ent, and systems planning(servIces.
Y ;

Sound interesting? Read the other reso rces provided and complete the actiVities' ou are learning about a-career with a

22
future.

). 4 ,
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 1 p. 5

Materials

Students will need copies of the activity
page in order to complete the self-check. An

answer sheet listing scoring guides or criteria
should be accessible to the students as.they
complete their responses.

Purpose

In this self-check Students are given an
opportunity to use information from the readjrng
to formulA6 their own answers to questions
relating to Transportation Management.

Guidance

The first two questions can be answered
by Student recall of the reeding material as
well as their own ideas based on the facts and
ideas preseQted in the reading. Question three
requires some application of knowledge and ideas
to a particular situation. When checking student
responses, be sure to include both factual and
the more creative and reasonable responses in your
criteria.

Modifications or Extensions

Small group discussions in which a groun
arrives at'correct responses through con-
sideration ,of all facts.

2. Oral responses for students unable to respond
adequately in the written form.



4

'RR

--Activity 1

Objective: I,will complete this self check in order to check my, understanding of the reading.

Do not wilts on this form.

Materials: Answer the following questions in your own words Write at least three sentences for each question.

.._ ...,
F

ACTIVITY

,

1. Why is transportation management a growing career field?

,
2. Why is it necessary to have persons employed to management transportation? )10

..

3. What are some of the things a transportation nianager might do in a city like Lawrenceville?

1

4

2S

st .
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Do not write on this form.
Activity 2

Objective: I will view an introductory program in order to gain an orientation to the MOG.

Materials: Film on Careers in this MOG, filmstrip viewer.

ACTIVITY

This activity is designed to help you ream some basic things about careers in this MOG.

1. Go the the resource table and select film/cassette set or sets which goes with this MOG.

2 After you have prepared the AutoVance for Viewing, read the I ntrodudion to the Film/Cassette program
which will be found in the inside pocket of each package.

3. View the Film/Cassette program.

4. Answer the questions for each Film/Cassette program. These questions are included in yAr workbook.

5. You may view the program as many times as you wish in order to answer the questions

How will I know I've done it correctly? . . . Take'your completed answers to your teacher for review.



SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 2 - o. 6

Materials

1. r=atnescope film Careers in Transportation.

2. Sound filmstrip v)kwer.'

3. Copy of revie questions must be file
for the stude t.

/

Purpose

The purpose is to have the student view
available information in Transportation
ManagemerV This particular film was selected
for itt complete coverage of, the public service
area.

64,

Guidance

\.

Studenikreacily'view filmstpips in this
'particular s ies and they are generally well
received,. At times, however, the written question
section is. not as welcome. The student should be
provided with immediate feed-back concerning
their answers. Gr--adrig and returnin.q the paper

is a very simple procedure and should be augmented
by some type of follow-up activity. (see modifi-
cations and extensions).

Modifications or Extensions

1. The teacher may elect to show the film to a
group who are aliattudying Resources Manage-
ment at the same time.

2. The teacher'can have the questions taped for
D & H students (or simply as a change of pace).
Students may also tape their answers.

3. Where possibleipe teacher should allow stu-
dents to deve p answers to questions in a
group. At times the teacher should forego
entirely written or individual.responses
and elicit answers from a group discussion.

30
31



SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 3 - p. 7

Materials

You will need to have copies of the Problems
and Solutions record sheet available for student
use.

,

PurposeN
This open ended activity leads students to

consider some problems in developing and operating
trapsportation systems. Students are also re-
quired to consider some possible solutions to these
problems.

......4%.

Guidance'

Scoring criteria are provided for you as you
,

check -Irtlident responses. There are, of course,
other possible answers. Be sure to use flexibility
in judging answers to that student initiative,
creativity, and knowledge are not stifled. After
this act;vity_is c mOeted, you will want to discuss

lYthe costs invol with some of the solutions.
For example, c tting through mountains and building

e
bridges can be very.costly. What are the costs
involved in hauling certain raw materials and goods?
Contact the State Office of the Department of
Transportation for specific information on problems*.
facing transportation.

. .

,32

Modifidations or Extensions

1. This activity can be conducted as a small
group activity, with students brainstorming

possible solutions and ranking them in order
to come up with the best ideas.

.

33
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Activity 3
I

Objective. I will briefly examine some of the problernta
understanding of some problems.

Do not write on this form.

4

transportation Management so that I will have a basic

A

Materials: Problems and Solutions Ric61d Sheet .

ACTITITY

_ " r
By the time you complete this activity you will ixf aware of some of the proble,rns faced by transportation managers.

1..

In this activity you are using your "head" and your "common sense". There ere many good answers possible.
. ,a ..

There are 6 prbblerriareas listed on the enclosed form. Under each are speaces for you to list some specific

transportation problems in the area. The first one has been done for you as an example.

Beside the problem section is a section labeled "Solutions". On the lines provided you are to liSt a brief solution

to each problem you choose to list.

3 4

;

4

0

Q

4

J

a

t

;

It
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The Problem

,,

1. Climate and Weather
,

a. Frozen ground

b.

...,0-

ik
2. Distance and Gem- phv

a. Expense of lo gkiistance hauling. N
b.

c.

3. Public Transpor :tion
(

a. Personal v !cies clog ads

b.

---X
4. Transportatiq and:the Environment

a. Pollution from aLitomobiles

b.

c.

5. Fuel tt

a. Shorlacies -1--, high prices; not enough gas

)

41

--- 3 6
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I
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6. Safety

a. 55,000 persons killed annually

A

k.

93'7



Objective: I will use available resources to research job titles.

r

Materials: Job Card Box NOTE: If there is no fob card for you job title, do the next activity.

A

Do not writ on this form.

OPTIONAL EXTRA CREDIT ACTIVITY

4

ACTIVITY
.,,

Before you begin this activity, read through the entire activity so you will know all the things you will be expected

to do4

1. Select 2 jlab titles from your MOG to research. t
2. ',,,Go to the job card box located on the resource table.

3. Locate the job card for the job yob are studying.

i

OR

8

Museum Aide. *

I. Dictionary of Occupational Titles
Pages

.
II. Occupational andbook

%Pages

III. Encyclopedia of Careers
Pages

.8:
..,

I..

Look Lip ancrread the material listed under each` of the three large reference books located on the reference table.

They will be listed on the card like this: .

38

.- . .

I. Dictionary of Occupational Titles

II: Occupational Outlook Handbook
III. Encyclopedia of Careers

p

L

39 (



SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 4a 1 p.10

Materials

....

The student will need to have available the

Purpose

The preparation and use of job cards has
following materials in order to complete this been designed as a research activity which usesactivity: The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, available resources to find out about certain;The Occupational Outlook Handbook, The Encyclopedia
of Careers, and the 4,0 Card Box. (Activity 4b
explains the preparation of job cards).

job titles. (--

i

.

.

Guidance Modifications or Ex- tensions

This is-a rather lengthy activity. The infor- 1. Pair a poor reader., or-.a student experi-
mation which students obtain from the various ref- encing difficulty in selecting and
eren6e.books anher media will be used to answer organizing material with a student who has
the questions. -on page 14 (activity 4c). The stept strengths in these areas. See the section
outlined il'this activity guide the student through' on peer-tutoring for suggestions.
thy process of researching job titles. Students .

should be-instructed to haye the job card questions
available as they locate references. These
questions will serve as an organizer and aid the re-

.

search proces-sa. It will be helpful to the students
to have blank 'paper on which to make notes as they
read through the various materials.

)
,..
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If there is no listing for a particular reference book, that means that there was no reference made to the job in that

book.

Now look in the Merit System reference books and locate the job title(s) you are studying.

The Merit System references are listed like this:

IV. Merit System
State

Job title 28305 (referepce
number)

There may not be a job title listing in eactimerit system directory (State and County) only the Merit systems listed

on the job card are relevant to your job title.

When using the state of Georgia Merit System reference:

) Look up the job title and note the number code for that job. Example: Museum aide 30712

2. Look up the number code in the number code notebook. This will give you the job description.

Locate the Audio- Visuaimaterial listed on the job card. View one film/cassette program and answer the questions

(see activity, No. ). Review the other material.

, V. Audio-Visual

EXTRA CREDIT

Go to the library and find the books listed for your job title. Look over the books and select one to the checked

out for further study (activity No. ).

VI. Card Catalog

11
43



Activity 4b

Objective: To prepare job cards for the study of an occupation.

Materials: Blank job cards, the attached instruction sheet.

Do not write on this form.

ACTIVITY

This activity is to be done when there is no job card for your job title. Read through the entire activity so you

will know all the things you are expected-to tio.

Separate Instructions:
;4L

1. If there is no job card fothe job you are-looking for you will need to make a job card.

2. Get some note cards from your teacher.

3. Look up your job title in the following books: 1. Dictionary of Occupational Titles 2. Occlational Out kirk
Handbook 3. Encyclopedia of Careers .

4. Write on the note cards the job title and the pages the job title appears'on in each book:

Book

I"

Teacher

1 DOT

III

137

Job title

. page number

5. hook up your job title in the Merit System notebooks (GWinnett County and DeKalb County are in folders).

6. List the title and the code number for the five (5) Merit Sources (all may not be listed).

44
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 4b p. 12

Materials

When there are no researched job cards avail-
able for a particular title, the student will be
required to prepare job cards. You will want to
have plenty of blank job cards available. These
are 3 x 5 index cards with the top line color coded
to the MOG being studied. The Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles, The Occupational Outlook Hapdbook,
The Encyclopedia of Careers, and any Audio Visual
material available to your program should be placed
in your resource file.

Purpose

Students complete this activity when there
are no completed job cards for a particular job
title. Job card research is an activity which
gives students a chance to obtain specific infor-
mation about jobs which they can't obtain from
the MOG and related activities. The basic
research and recording of information is a skill
which will continue in importance as students
continue school and work study experiences in
Public Service.

Guidance

4,1k
You will want to go over the instructions

yourself for preparing job cards. This will enable
you to answer student questions as they research
their job titleg and record the information. Be

sure' to inform the school librarian that students
will be using the card catalog.

Modifications or Extensions

1. Pair a poor reader, or a student experiencin
difficulty in selecting,and organizing ma-
terials with a student who has strength in
these areas. See the section on peer-tutor-
ing for suggestions.
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I V Merit System

GA
Atlanta
Fulton
Gwinnett .
DeKalb

,

11362

, ..

t

'Iv

7. Go to the APPS index file or Audio-Visual material. List the material (if any) relevant to your job family. Include
films, filmstrips, cassettes, and tape raqordings. .

J

400 I.

,,,

V 1 AV Material
.

1.

2.

3.

41.

J

. ...

8. Check the library cardtatalog and the APPS library. Lin the books and there library number on th

Working ED. 742

s

i

a

I

48'
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Activity 4c

Objective: To answer questions relating to the job'card research.

Materials: Questions

Do not write on this form.

ACTIVITY

Now that you have investigated some job titles, you should be able taanswer some questions. Use the information

you acquired from thEkjob cards to help you answer the questions. Answer one set of questions for each job title

investigated.

Job Card Questions

1. title
Briefly describe what a'worker with this job title does.

*3. What are the educational requirements or training for this job?

4. What sorts of experience arid Nci II would a worker with this job title require?

5. What is the general salary range for this job title.

6. Is this job title in a growing field, one that will prpvide many job opportuniti? es No

Briefly explain your answer.

7. What high school courses (if any) would help you meet the requirements of this job titre?

8. Do you think this job will b here ten years from now? 4 Twenty years? What about in the year 2076?

Briefly explafn.,

\ D. Would you like to have this job? Yes No

Briefly explain your answer.

How will I know I've dope it correctly? . . . I will have my teacher review my answers.
ti

O
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 4c - D. 14

Materials

The students do not write IT the booklet.
They will record the answers, on a "separate copy
of the question set. ,

,

Purpose

This set of questions is designed to pull
together and reinforce some of the essential
information pertaining to jobs. Ouestions 7,
8 and 9 give the student an opportunity to pro-
ject his or her own attitudes and specific
information into the answers.

/
/

/

/
/

Guidance

This is not a self-check activity. Students
should be allowed and encouraged to use the job

Modificat*ns or Extension5
I

1. Record the questions on tape; leaving
sufficient time for the st?dent response.

/

2. Allow students experiencing reading or other
/ disabilities which makezwritten question

/

answering difficult tqvgive their answers
orally. Either the teacher or another
student can record the oral responses.

......

/ ----. ,

/
_ -,, AT:

card informAion to complete their answers. Be

sure that the students answer one set of questions
for each job title researched.

\...,

'
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Major Federal Transportation Agencies

Federal Transportion agencies are operating divisions of the Department of Transportation. These .

agencies are potential areas of employment. As such, it is important that students !vow 'something of the

agencies functions. For the purpoes of the APPS project, the Coast Guard was not included for study

in the MOG. The Coast Guard does, however, come under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.

Should you have a particularly well motivated, interested student, you might encourage him/her to look

. into-Coast Guard opportunities as part of an-independent study.
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Major Federal Transportation Agencies

4,

Transportation Management is a large, complex field that is so important to the growth and operation of our country that

several agencies or departments have been established to manage, organize, and lead the development of transportation. Better

than 100,000 workers in more than thirty different government units were put uncle), one administrative facility in the Depart-

ment of Transportation (DOT). Some of the administrations have responsibilities in all major means. (modes) of transportation,

WHERE AM I GOING?

The information and activities in this discussion'of major federal transportation agencies will help line learn to identify the,

better. known-federal departments or agenc ies concerned with transportation management.

HOW WILL 1 GET THERE?

1. Read the material on federal agencies contained

in this section.

. Look at the ways. in which one agency influences

local transportation managemeAt.

5 6'
15

HOW WILL I KNOW . . . BY

I .will.successfully complete the Self-Check Activity.

I will visit a local airport and complete activity.

57
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MAJOR PEDERAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES

While watching the evening news you.may have heard a broadcast like this:

This morning immediately following take-off,a Johnson DC-10 crashed into-the-swamps .

of South Georgia. All 113 passengers were killed. An investigating team from the FAA
is on the scene. At this time the cause of the crash is not known. We will bring you further
details as they develop:

What is the FAA? What does it do? Investigating plane crashes is not its only function. Offically,the FAA is the Federal Aviation

Administration, and it is one of many organizations under the Department of Transportation, a part of our federal government.

The major duties of the FAA and other units Of the Department of Transportation will be discussed to see if you might be interested

in working for one of these agencies.

The Federal Aviation Administration

As you have:already seen,one of the 50,000 plus jobs with the Federal Aviation Administration is investigating accidents.

This is only one of many jobs with the FAA. FAA employees' major function is air traffic control. They see thht the airways stay

clear and help avoid in-air collisions. Positions available are in air-traffic-control centers, airport control towers,and flight service

stations. In addition,technical positions areavailable in maintaining radar and other flight and communication equipment

.

The FAA is also responsible forcertifying every pilot and every aircraft in the United States. In 1972'this involved monitoring

the da.y-to-d,ay activities of over 720;000 pilots and 133,000 aircraft.

I FAA officials are involved with the development of all aricraft from the beginning. They must approve the original blue-

prints of an aircraft and then monitor all ground.and flight tests. When these tests are all completed successfully they agency issues

a certificate saying the plane has met all FAA standards. after this.a production certificate js issued. This certificate means the

company can start building more aircraft like the one approved, however, each and every ajrcarft built must earriits own indivi-

dual certificate of airthworthiness. .. 16
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Once these planes start flying, the FAA is concerned with operational safety. The men who work on the planes and repair

the planes must all be certified by the FAA. Their work and qualifications aile constantly being checked by FAA officials.

Periodic checks are required on all aircraft and the FAA sees that this is done.

The development of new and improved airports is also a concern of the FAA. The FAA provides both money and assistance

to help in the building of both public and private airports.

In recent years, hijacking has become a major problem of the airways. Today, in order to board a plane, an individual must

walk through detection devices and allow his or her baggage and belongings to be searched. Special guards with special training
.

are also employed to help stop air piracy. These and many other programs are developed by the FAA to increase security for air

transportation.

I
If you are concerned about the environment and the pollution caused by air transportation, the FAA might be the place for

you. Th`e agency has already adopted regulations setting maximum noise limits for the new generation of aircraft. In addition,

the FAA has started action to limit aircraft engine emission and is constantly working to help keenour country clean.

The FAA sutPorts all of its work with extensive research. Flight safety in this jet age is a very demanding job and the problems

already solved are only a start to the challenges that lie ahead.

The Federal Highway Administration

It's obvious great efforts are being made to keep the airways safe. What about the highways? Under our g,ove?nment, the
k,r

'

primary responsibkify for planning, designing,and operating our highways belongs to the state and local communities. Because of

the national interest in highway improvement, the federal government, since 1916, has assisted the states through a cooperative

*

road-building partnership. -

Through the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1970, the FHWA (FederalHighway Administration) assists not only the building

of interstate highways, but helps provide money to local government to construct major streets and highways needed to carry bus,

truck, and auto traffic in our cities.

17



This act of 1970, in an attempt to help the economy, also authorizes a program to train the disadvantaged as skilled highway

construction employees. The act reactivated the highway beautification program and placed new emphasis on billboard and

junkyard control, and set environmental protectiqn guidelines in order to keep our air clean and free from excess noise.

yvThe FHWA and the states carry on continuous highway-safety campaigns to engineer more safety into the hig\ dys in order

to correct accident-prone locations, to replace potentially dangerous bridges, to improve highway lighting, and to develop in

novations such as breakaway sign supports and lamp standards.

Just as the FAA is responsible for air safety, the FH.WA is responsible for the safety performance of over 125,000 motor

carriers engaged in interstate or foreign transportation. Workers in the field check on drivers' qualifications and their hours of

service on the road. They make vehicle inspections and assist in the movement of dangerous cargoes. Those who work for the

Federal Highway Administration must be able to look into the future and see future problems, as well as solving the problems

that are here today.

National HighwayATiaffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

is
-

While the Federal Highway Administration s rwponsible for the safety of the highway, another agency, the National Highway

traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), is responsible for the safety of vehicles, drivers, passengers, and pedestrians. The major

goal Of NHTSA is very simple--reduCe highway deaths and injuries. .

The agency attempts to do this in four areas. One is through the Highway Safety Program standards. Certain standards

set up that are adopted by iniclividual states and communities. These standards deal with such areas as motor vehicle inZlection,

driver education, alcohol measures, traffic codesand laws, and emergency medical services.

Another rea is in the field of production. Certain standards are set up that all vehicles manufactured must meet. These
1.,

cover such i ms as seat belts, collapsible steering columns, brakes, and tires.

The third area is public education. These are simple programs that help the people help themselves to stay alive. Finally,

an extensive research' program is conducted which enables the agency to forme basis for new and revised standards., This agency

62 63
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is very strong and has the authority to enforce its standards. As a safeguard, all new state standards must be approved by Congress
,

4---- before they are put into law..Special programs in the near future that this agency will be involved in are a crash survival program,

a17 alcohol counter-measure prograni, and an'experimental safety vehicle'program.

1
The Federal Railroad Administration

Some of us may neveliciave been on a train, however, we all need the services of the railroads more than we realize. Rail

roads carry over 3/4 of all the coal in this country. Over half of our canned and frozen foods, household appliances, automobiles

and parts, lumber and wood, chemicals, and paper are all transported* the railroads.
...,

* , --,
In spite of in this, our railroads are experiencing serious financial difficulties. The Pideral Railway Administration (FR A}

..
is look;ng into the problems that face the railr'oads now and the problems that will face them in the futurle. Programs are being

developed and research Conducted to see if the American people and American industry are interested in keeping our train services.

In addition to determine the future of the railroad, the F RA is in charge of estatilishing rules ancfregulations for railroad

safety. A round the -clock safety information and reporting system is conducted by the agency to help*reep our railroads safe.

Figures show that there will be an increase in industrial use of railroads in the next few years; however, passenger use is

expected to decline. It will-require a concentrated effort by the government agency transportation managers to keep the railroads

healthy.

c
r As you can see, many jobs are very important for the well-being of every citizen in this country. You became a part of

this by looking into atjob in Transportation Management

,n
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. Activity t

6 6.

Do not write on this form.

Objective: I will answer the following questions so.that I may check my nderstandiog of the reading.

Materials: Questions on Self Check.

ACTIVITY

1. The FAA deals with all of the following except,.

a. prepring comprehensive city demonstration programs
b. air traffic control and security
c. landing facility construction and improvement
d. environmental proiection and research

2. Which of the following federal programs relates to the FHWA?

a. Nptional System of Interstate and Defense Highways
b. Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety
c. National HighWay Traffic Safety Administration
d. All of the above

3. Passenger and freight trains are now regulated by the

a. New York Central Railroad
b. Southern Pacific Railroad
C. Federal Railroad Administration

Natibnal Train Commission

4. ---irTirie forms of transportation used to carry 75% of all coal, 80% o ulp and paper, and a
'large percentage of such other bulk and raw materials upon which the average consumer is quite dependent.

20
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THE TEACHER

S.

Activity 1 Q. 20

Materials

The self-check activity sheet.

Purpose

This is a, slf-,check activity. Its purpose
is to check on the student's basic recall of some
of the reading. Direct the students to their
booklet which contains this self- check. Students
do not write in tRe booklet.

Guidance

The student answer sheets for this self
check is kept in a separate file. The,.-student

should be directed to this file when he completes
the 101f-check.

In addition to checking the answers from
the file the teacher may organize the students
in TransportACori Nanagement into a small group
for sharing arid comparing answers.

/
Modifications or Extensions

The teacher may, if desired, add to this
self-check. For students who may have a specific
learning disability or a visual impairment, this
self check may be completed orally., It may also
be .recorded, leaving time for responses, and

. checked later by the student listening to a
correct recording.
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5. The number of passenger trains in service in the United States

a. will increase-
b. declined
c. remained about the same
d almost-doubled from the number in existence since toe 1600's.

6 What agency passei*on the co etence cf every pilot?
i

...
0

7. Regulations setting maximum noise limits for the new gewration of aircraft is a concern of one of the federal
agencies in this MOG..- True or False

....\

1

e

,---

0
4.

i
0

How will 1 know I've done it corlitly? . : . I will check,my.answers with .the answer sheet.. , #

e

,

. -- , 0 '

i

.,_
44-

...9 v

1
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Activity 2

Objective: I will visit a county airport to see how a federal agency influences local air transportation.

Materials: I nterview Guide

Do not write on this form.
t

ACTIVITY

The purpose of this activity is to see how transportation .agencies actually do their jobs and can be accomplished . 4.
by careful planning with our instructor and other interested classmates. The essential steps are the following:,

1. Find material either written or oral, describing what4unctions are served by county airports and become
informed. Go to the library and look under "Ailation", "Air Transportation", "Federal Aviation Administrat-
ion" for information.

2. Develop a set of questions (no more than ten) that you can use in a fifteen-to-thirty-minute interview of an
airport management person.

) Some questions you might ask are

a. How is this airport financed (where does the money come from)?
b. How many pebple ge necessary to, keep this airport in operation?
c. Who cirses-the airport and how much does the airport receive? .

d. What re the duties of the airpOrt Manager?

3. Practice using interview guide. PractIO with a friend who ii"studying this_MOG or with your teacher. .. ,

4. Make an appointment to visit a local airport andInterview someone in management. Your teacher will arrange
a

your visit. If you cannot visit, invite the airport manager to visit-you during your class'period.

5. Report to the class on what you discovered. ..

How Will I kliow I've done it correctly? . . . Turn in a report'using part 2 as a guide. .

g

ts
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 2 - . 22

Materials

Students will needs paper, pencil and reference
sources as suggested to complete this activity.

Purpose

_This 'activity enables students to look at
the ways in which one federal transportation
agency influences transportation management
jobs.

4
Guidance

You will need to plan and prepare for tnis
activity well in advance of student participation.
In a'N probability, a group of students will be
participating. Preparing for the activity might
become 'a group or committee responsibility with
the labor divided among group members. Early in the
year you should contact our local airport, explain-
ing your program 'and making an initial contact with
the airport manager. You might set up some
tentative dates with him and prepare him for the
kind of information that will be of interest to
the students. The critical area is, of co rse,

. how the FAA influences a local facility.

Guidance-continued

Be sure to review each students' interview

ouide makinglpre that questibns are related to
federal agency influence. You might wish to
develop a group interview guide with all students
participating in this activity.
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Barker Functions And Duties

In the general area of transportation there are a great number of jobs available. Each

major transportation mode requires many support persons to keep the system moving. Many of

these jobs fall into another career cluster; clerical workers, mechanical workers, for

instance. The available jobs in the specific area of Transportation Management are more depen-
iic

(dent upon education and experience. The functions and duties of these workers and these positions

are similar in all the job families and are similar to management positions in any career area.

Research, Planning, Managing, Change and Evaluating are central duties in management. Trans-
,

portation overlaps into nearly all public service occupational groups. For example, transportation

services for the elderly and handicapped is a new area that is technically a Social and Economic

4114,

Service.
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TRANSPOPlATION MANAGEMENT

Worker Functions and Duties

.N\
Many similar pbs are found in each of the four major transportation systems. This material has brief descriptions of worker's

major functions and duties in the Major Occupational Group of Transportation Management. There is a representative sample of

jobs and the duties you must perform. There are too many jotttitles and specific duties to be able to include more than a sample

in such a large and.complex field

WHERE AM I GOING?

When I have finished this presentation on dutiesKyou will be able to name and describe some basic duties performed by a

few speCific workers in Transportation Management.

HOW WILL I GET THERE? HOW WILL I KNOW . . .

1. Read the material and information in this section

on duties.

I will successfully complete the Self Check Activity.

2. Use my decision-making ability and my own ideas

tb solve a simulated transportation problem.

I will complete the simulation exercise.

3. Demonstrate an understanding in the transportation I will create "Career-O-Grams" and have it read and

field. under,,stood by a fellow student.

4. Design a model city. I will complete the design and displaying the finished

product.'

78 23
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WOR Kdrt FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES

We have looked at the overall picture of Transportation Management, and now you should reviewlamesof the specific jobs

that are available in the different job families. You might recall the major families are airways, highways, and railroads

The Airways

One of the major jobs in providing safety for the airways is that of the AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER. These workers give

rstruction, advice, and information to pilots by radio to avoid collisions and minimize delays as aircraft fly between airports or

in thArea of airports. When directing traffic, the Air Traffic Controller must consider weather, geography) and amount of traffic,

as well as the size, speed, and other specific characteristics the aircraft. Those who control traffic around airports are known-as

airport traffic,controllers" and those who guide traffic from one airport to another are called "air-route traffic controllers". They

each have different .)'"es.

Stationed at airport control towers, the AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROLLER gives the pilots within th vicin ty of the airpKt

weathy information and take-off and landing instructions such as in which direction to land and at what altitude o ly. They talk

continuously to the pilots and are completely responsible,for keeping air paths safe.

The AIR-ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROLLER is stationed at air traffic control centers. There is very little verbal contact with

the pilot. Every pilot must file a flight plan vVith the.FAA, and the air-route traffic controller monitors the flight by radar and

other electronic equipment to see that the pilot stays on course. -

When messages need to be relayed from air traffic control centers to airport control towers, the job of the F149HT SERVICE

STATION SPECIALIST comes in. These specialists use raerro telephones, radieefelegraphs, and teletype machines in their work.

They provide the center for effective communication for the FAA.

24
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YAIRPORTDESIGN AND OPERATION WORKERS perform as airport managers, engineers, custodians, fire fighters, and in

parking. TRAFFIC ENGINEERS, URBAN PLANNERS, FINANCIAL AND REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS,

and ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALISTS are involved ih early planning and development of an airport.

.l+21a4yofthe positions mentioned are a part of another MOG, however, their jobs overlap into the airways family.

Are there jobs ave. ble?

'Air Traffic Controllers

.

Additional AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS will be needed because of the anticipated growth in the number of airport

towers that Will be built to reduce the burden of existing facilities andchandle the increased airline traffic,

Because of the expected introduction of an automatic air-traffic-control system and a further decline ih the number of con-

trol centers, employment of AIR fRAFF t'Q CONTROLLERS is expected to be light in the long run.` A'few hundred openings

will occur each year for controller jobs because ot.the need to replace those workers who leave for other work or retire.
,

Air Traffic controller jobs are chosen by civil service.examinction. In addition, previous employment in the field or a related

field is required. If you do not have the experience, you'must score higher on the t'st and have four years of college or experience

in a field that would qualify you for a position of great responsibility. Air traffic 'controllers must pass stringent physical and

psychological examinations. You must have a good Memory and a high;degree of mental atertness.and must be.able to make-quick,

independent decisions. You should be emotionally mature and be,able to work 'independently and in a small room filled with
-%

people.
(

Other than air traffic controlling, most positions,with air transportation in the public service area,(including ground radio
. .

operators, teletypists, and managers) have a poor employment outlook during the decade of the 1970's. Positions should be avail.-

able in service related occupations at airports. ,u
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The Highways. iN

t

A major highway does not just appear and a man with a bulldozer cannot do it by himself. As a matter of fact, many people

are involved in the PLANNING AND DESIGN before a highway can even be started. Traffic engineers, transportation planners,

And civil engineers are all needed to plan, design, and construct highways. Photographers provide aerial photographs to draftsmen

and data processing personnel who lay out the route. Your high school or area vocational technical might offer training in tnis

area Real estate appfaisek and specialists negotiate for-property, and public information specialists advise the community of

geveiopmeht. As You can see, many jobs are available in the PLANNING AND DESIGN stagelnd this is only the beginning.

Once a highWay is built, someone is responsible for its operation. Transportation agenciei keep close watch over operations
. e

of the system through traffic counters, traffic Fecordsspecialists, and road safety specialists. Operations people are respons.ble

for the purchase andmaintenance of speicalequipment such as snow plows, paving machines, and center-line-striping vehicles, to
R

narni4 just' a few. Drivers, equivent operators, mechanics, parts clerics, vehicle dispatchers, data processing personnel, sand account

ants.are a feyv of the workers involved in OPERATIONS.
is

TPAFF10 CONTROL provides research on signs; traffic sensors, barriers, computer devices, and other equipment that will

'help traffic flow smoothly. TheseJesearch teams include engmeers, laboratory technicians, drivers, instrumentation technicians,

photosradhers,'andtlraftsmen.
0 ,...4,

Public service personnel are also involved in regulation of loads carried 04 certain highways. These people are in the RATE
9

REGULATION area of highways. Rate auditors, dclerks, accountant's, road and vehicle safety. inspectors, and claims investigators

``

,. . --,:,

-IP.are ,involved in this work.

Zrarissportation.managemenepersonnel are involved in the examination and certification of operators to issue driver permits.

They 'investigate accidents to determine causes. These people are usually assigned to the state highway police org'anization and

include vehicle operator examiners, examination center clerks, and accident investigators.

. r
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Will I finlPa job?
D.

The increase %construction on the HIGHWAYS has resulted in many jobs. Most employees of the Federal Highway 4,d7
4

ministration are college graduates majoring in busirkss, engineering, or accounting.

Engineers usually enter the highway training program. It is about two years and involves study and work on all phases of

highway administration. Trainees may begin with salaries around $10,000 and advance to $15,000 upon completion of training.

Accountants begin in a trainee position and are given on-the-job training. FliWA auditors may tie moved from one geographic

position to another by the agency employing them. Advancement is based upon performance and professional development.

There is a great demand for Right-of-Way Agents. In this position you begin by serving summoned in condemnation cases
f

(to obtain land on which to build), or spend yourtme searching public records. Under close supervision, you begin obtaining

small parcels of land that are needed for highway prospects. With'experience you begin negotiating for larger afteas of land. 114bch

of tile agent's ticne is spent away from his or her office consulting public records, inspecting property of interviewing owners, or

other persons. i --, .
-8....

rN<- The availability of jobs in TRANSPORTATION MANAG54ENT is probably more than you expected. If you are interested,

get in touLh with the appropriate governmentagency and find out-more.about the job yOu are Igo king for.
.

..-

The Railways

As you might know, you nation's railroads are having financial irgubles.'Because of the size, complexity, and cost of the

changes in railroad systenwto meet the demans di i dustry, the government will become more involved in the running of the rail-

roads. In 1970, the UfS. Government established A track to run pasenger trains and to help rail companies save money by

eliminating expensive passenger lines. Still, some railroads operate at a loss. The rairroads have taken steps to improve their freiglirt-
i

hauling capability through the addition of piggyback trains(truck train transportation) and autorridbile carrying cars. Railroads
Chavled 39% of all freight transported in the U. S.

8f3
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In the DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION area, position of passenger service specialistsirlzinners, and,ht-of-way
-r-

spedalists well be available. Public service personnel are ope sting or directing the operation of a large part of the rail passenger

traffic in the United States. Positions in railroad administrati nd management, as well as all supporting positions, will be
t

available. Another important position is that of TRAFFIC R E C LER IKThis individual answers public inquiries, quotes rates,

interprets tariffs, and may help traffic engineers in obtaining, classifying, and compiling data.

What about those jobs? 7

1.*

Railroads employ a large number of clerical and administrative personnel. 1.n most
%

ways these jobs are typical of an\ indust4
. c

or government agency. They include managers, computer programmers, clerks, data processors, auditors, and salesmen.,

f

The lobs which are unique to railroads include trainmen of various sorts. Among these are the following:

Trainman -- This entry level job involves riding in the caboose, manually throwing switches, and signaling

the,engineer while picking or dropping off freight gars. It is'a well paid job, but applicants must have

20-20 uncorrected vision,..normal hearing, normal color perception and bel5hisically strong and able (they

X-ray your back and legs to be sure). Hours are long and irregular, and most work is out-of-doors in all

sorts of weather. This'job use to be separ'ated into brakeman, signalman, or flagman.

Conductor' The senior trainman, the conduCtor has responsibility for the safe and correct operation of

the train.

Fireman This is the entry level job leading to engineer. Firemen are responsible for the movements of

I

.. 'is'
the train.

, $

Rail yards are operated like other freight handing faolities. Switchmen do the jobs ortrainmen, but they remain in or snar

the freight year (they do not travel overnight, work roular hours, and make less money than trainmen.)
. 4)

These are just a few of the jobs that are aplable,e in tha Transportation Management MOG. Whether a job is available fOr
, r . c .. c

you depends upon your qualifications and the need in your area at the,time you apply.. ,....

` 6
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

\
Activity 1 - p. 29

A. °Materials

You Will need to have copies of the self-check
available\for student use. The answer sheet should
be kept in a readily access, le place so that
students cah check their an wers.

\
\

_

, ,

Purpose

This self-check activity is de'Signed to
check student recall of some essential facts,
contained in the reading.

-

.

0
..

,

Gu dance

Students should. be .ble to complete'this-
activity with little or guidance. You may add s

to these questions as Au, ish to fit the interests,
abilities, and needs of yb r students.

,

.s

.

.

h,aP -

y .

.

..._r_._,_

M90ifications or Extensions

. -/17-A: students iv, take the self-check
*/ orally. ,

.

2. Record the on a cassette tape, allowing
sufficient time for student response.

.

0
1
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Activity 1 Do not write on this form.

Objective:
I will answer the following questions to check my understanding of the reading on worker function and duties

in Transportation Management.

Materials: Self Check questions. _-/

ACTIVITY

4214
Which of the ;ollowing statements is generally true?

a Most transportation jobs are low paying
,p Many public service jobs in transportation management are similar to transportation jobs in private industry.
c. Very few public service jobs 'are in transportation management'

Altd. Most transportation jobs are very high paying

2. The eople whoCcontrol airplanes in the areas around airports are krn as

a. Abort Security police
b. Flight service specialists
c. Airport traffic controllers
d. Airroute4raffic dtntrollers

Most transportation management jobs are found at the

1a. State level

b. Feddrai level
c. County le'vel
d. Municipai level

.
4. Which of the following job areas w be included in the HighwaysJob Family?.-'l Ynot

.

c
, ..
a. Civil defense ';,.! ..

b. Planning and d4igr-sT.

c. Rate'regulation ...::-.

d. Driver regU Glation ',.

29
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5. Occupations closely connected with airports are

a. A4ort design and operation
b. Airport planning
c Airporl;Coistruction
d. All of the above

6 People responsible for guici3,aircraft between airports are known as

a. Inter-airport coordinators
b. I ntra-airport coordinators
c Airport traffic controllers
d. Air-route traffic controllers

A

7 Rub lic service personnel sometimes work wit the railways as

a. Operator of private railroad corpanies
b. Operators and directors or rail 13'assenger service

c. Operators of most freight railroad services,
d All of the above

How

4002'

How will now I've done it correctly? . . . 1 will che my answers with the answer sheet.

ass
f

tad
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THt TEACHER

Act---ty 2

Materials

The only materials needed for tris activity
are conies of the activity sheet.

.

.

,

Purpose

By working throu,on this activity students
will have a chance to pull together some thoughts,
ideas. and facts they have compiled concerning
transportation management.

.

.

Guidance
.

It will probably be necessary for you to
monitor the students as they complete this
activity. Students may exOrience difficulty
in beginning this activity and you might need to
give them a few starter phrases. This activity
can be successfully completed by individual stu-
dents. Generally, it is best to have two or
three students work together in order that
the most effective use be made of brainstorming.

.

ModificationS or Extensions

.

None suggested

i .

%
.

.

.

.

,

.
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Activity 2 Do not write on this f

Objective.' I will complete a problem-solving activity which will help me understand the Transportation Management MOG.

Materials: Your own good 1,deas and this activity page.

1

ACTIVITY

The ability to solve problems is a major trait which transportation managers must possess. Imagine that you are .

a transportation manager for the City of Athens, Georgia. The City has-decided to offer public transportation (buses).
It is your job to decide on ways to encourage people to use the buses and also to determine the best locations for stops.
You don't need to know a lot about transportation to dO this activity. Just use your head! Work witha friend if you wish.

1. Writedown all the possible problems that might arise in carrying out your job.

. 2. Wh ich problem is the most serious? Which problem, if solved, would help you solve all the others?

3. Brainstorm posiible solutions t6 this problem. List as many possible solutions as you can think of. Do not judge
them now. Include wild ideas as wells obvious ones.

1. 4.

2. 5,

3.

4. Look back over your possible solutions. Put a star (1) beside the 5 best solutions. Put a circle around the best
possible solution.

'5. Why.is this the best-solution? Write down 3-5 reasons why this solution is best. (Your reasons might include
things like least expensive, best quality, etc,).

6. Now, restate the one best idea chosen to salve the original problem, improving it if possible. You may combine
two, or more solutions into a new one or your best solution may suggest a better one.

Now will I know I've done it correctly? . . I will let my teacher review my work.
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Activity 3 Do not write on this form.

i

Objective: I .vvill study thccopy of a Career-O-Gram and then make one of my own by following the instructions in this

activity.

Materials: Copies of Career 0-Grams, paper, pencils, Vocational Biographies. VoCational Biographies will provide the

0 information necessary to fill the Career-O-Gram form. Also use...the D.O.T., Encyclopedia of Ca'reers and Occupational
Outlook Handbook.

hi

.

10 ri

' ACTIVITY "

/

A Career-0 Gram is an'entertaining and'eye-catching way of displaying information about a job. A.Career -O -Gram

is in the form of a telegram. The message part of the telegram gives inforMation about a job in transportation.

5,,

1. Study the Sample Career-O-Gram.

2. Choose 3 vocationalotiographies in Tr sportation Management. You may use theD.O.T. or other reference book.

3. Using the information in the biograph , make up 3 Career-O-Grams.

4. Be sure that you include the following information:

a. Job requirements (age, education, etc.)

b. Salary range

c. Basic duties (planning, driving, etc.)

Something interesting or exciting about the job.
. ..

/ r

32
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 3 p. 33

Materials
.

Be sure that you have.plenty of blank paper on
hand for this activity. You might want to get
some telegram forms from Western Union. Students
will also need to refer .to Vocational Biographies,
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the
EnCyclopedia of Careers! and the Occupational
Outlook Handbook.

)

Purpose

.

The Career-O-Gram is an entertainting wav
of pulling together essential pieces of infor-
mation for a specific purpose.

o
, .

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

Guidance

Most students are able to'work
4
independently

on this activity. You will need to monitor
student work to make sure that,their Career-0-
Gram are not copies of the sample with only the
specific information changed. Check also to make
sure that the items under part four in the ihstruc-
tions are inchded in each Career-O-Gram.

' .

t

Modifications or Extensions

1. Allow two or three students to work
together on this activity. Be sure that
at least one of the' students is able to
carry out this activity and can serve' as '''

a peer model for the others.

i

,

,
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CAREER-02-GRAM (sample)

TO:, .Torn Smith, South Side High School, APPS Program

FROM .Ray Davis gay Ariea.Rail Company
Personnel Manager

30214 Howell Avenue
Fresno, California
938-372-1237

MESSAGE: T,he Bay Ar:ea Rail Company is looking for you! I F

1. You are between the a ges of 21 and 39.

2. You have a four-year-college degree in accounting,
-bUsiness administration, or a similar field.,

3. You would like to make between $10,000 ancl.$13,000.
per year.

4. You enjoy some outside work.
a

5.; 'You think )ou would,like, to be in on the ground
floor of the development of a city county transpor-
tation system.

1%.

Howlnill I know I've done it correctly? . . . Handing the Ca eer-O-Gram to other students in the transportation MOQ

who will be asked to check for completeness of information. he student who checks it will be asked to put his name

60

1t 33

on the bottom just like a real telegram.
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Activity 3

Objective: ('will visit sites at which the MOG being studied can be observed, ..

Materials: Field trip quettions,field trip evaluatidn form.

/

lc-

f-'

Do not write on this form.

/

ACTIVITY

Thts activity is in two parts. Part 1 -: .The "Field Trip Questions" form is to be completed befoi'e you go
on the field triptlanned for this MOG. Part'2 The "Field Trip Evaluation" form is to be completed after you
return from the trip. .

1. Fill out the "Field Trip Questions" form.

d'

2. Your teacher will check your form. This will help in planning, the trip so that all of the students can
see some things of interest. -

3. After the trip, fill out the "Fieldifrip,E-valuatipn" form.

Y

/**

1.--\ *---
4

How will I know I've done it correctly? . . . I will turn in the fiejd trip forms to my teacher.
. .

..,

0
..!

,

Y
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER

Activity 3 p. 34 OW.

Materials

You will need enough copies of each set of
field trip que'stions for_e.4.1 student participatina
in a field trip.

Purpose

The field trip questions are included to
help the teacher select field trips which will
best meet the needs of the student participating.
The questions also help the student organize

his own thoughts concerning thinas he would like
to see on a oarticular field trip. The field
trip evaluation questions provide the teacher
with'feed-back concerning the students' view
et the value of a trip. Additionally, the
evaluation questions enable the student to
correlate work, work-site'and worker observation.

Guidance

, Encourage the students to answer all questions
as (.Qpenly as possible. Explain the purposes of
these questions to the students.

Modifications or Extensions

None suggested

10b

ct

f
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Place to be-sited

FIELD TRIP QUESTIONS

I would like to see e following jobs

3. I would like to talk to the following types of workers

1

l .

4. 1 would like to I4ow the following about:

Salary
C o

Working Conditions (where workers work)
,

Hours

EdUcational Requirements

Skills needed

Equ ipmenti used (if any)

Job mobility (advancement)

\

)
Things I can do now to prepare for this j,b

What the workers actually do
101
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N erne-

Date of Trip

Special job observed

MOG being studied

FIELD T,l 4P EVALUATION

Place

In general, did you enjoy the visit? Yes

$4 no, explain briefly

No

2. Did the trip help you better understand the Major Occupational Group which you are studying? Yes No_
Why

3. a: What jobs in the Major Occupalional Group did you see being performed?

b. Which of these jobs, if any, would you like to have?

c. What did you find out about the requirements for jobs in the MOG?

d. What did you find out about the kind of work (duties and type of work) done by people jn this MOG?

4. Additional somthents about this tri

5. Write a:two paragraph description of a typical day of worker.

112



Activity 5

4

Do not write on this form.

Objective: I witl design a transportation system for a new city to demonstrate some things I have learned in this MOG.

Materials: Paper and pencil and this activity sheet. You may use a large piece of poster board if you wish.
.

ACTIVITY

I
alb

You are now going to ha4 a chance to let your imagination and your knowledge of transportation combine to

design a modern transportation system,
p

A new city is being built. This city will include schools, home, apartments, hospitals, parks, businesses, and

indiRtry. The city is located 100 miles from the ocean. The population of this city will be abOut 75,000.

The city manager has decided that there will be no automobile traffic in the downtown area so you will need to

consider "people movers" itich as overhead electric rails and moving walkways. You must also consider ways in which

railroads, airlines, and highway vehicles can be used togetherSto move people and goods. How will you locate homes,

schools, shops, parks, etc. so that the most people can get to them without driving too many cars? Where would you

locate businesses? Industry? Draw your city as best you can. On another sheet of paper explain your city. Write a

description of your drawing.

Use the enclosci city layout to help you design your system. This is just a sample.

4 .
my"How Will I know I've done it correctly? . . . I will let my classmates and my teacher look at my city arid read my

descriptions.
r

37
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Answer Key

Self Check -- p. 5

411. Transportation Management is a groviing career field because as the pooulation demands, more goods and
services more means of transportation will be necessary to bring things to people'. We nci longer
depend on local products to (.1pply'our needs. Imports from other countries increase to place
transportation demands on our country.

2. It is necessary to have persons employed to manage transportation ecause qualified persons must
'be responsible for the planning, organizing, and implementing or su h functions as highway construction,
railway development, airway monitoring and product, transportation. We area nation on the move and
transportation4nanagers must plan for highway consruction and ocper means

i

of public transportation.

3. A transportation manager in.Lawrenceville might work with tht plann,ing comniissiop to develop a system
of streets in a new housing development. The manager might plan the repair and improvement of county
roads. It might be the manager's job to purchase highway equipment. -

Activity 3 p. 7

1. Climate and Weather:

Problem

a. frozen ground

b. iceberg

118

Solution

power tools to break ice cover

radar

. 119



Activity 3 -- p. 7 continued

1. Climate and Weather:

Problem

c. storms

d. heat

2. Distance and Geography:

Problem'

a. mountains

b. rivers bridges

c. long distances haul most profitable crops.,

1

4

Solution

weather stations, radar

/improved technology to develop
stronger materials resistant
to heat.

Solution

cut through and around

3. Public Transportation:

9

12(i

Problem Solution-

N,.
. poor, inadequate streets street improvement to handle vehicles

b. parking,

c. congestion

creation of useful and efficient parking

improved traffic routes and patterns

121



4. Transportation and the Environment:

Problem

a. automobile pollution

5. Fuel:

122

Solution

Anti-pollution devices. Reduce
number of cars in congested areas.

b. oil spil]s Development of stronger, safer
tankers

c. noise Technological developments to
reduce noise levels

d. take-,over of open

land by highways
Study environment and develop ways
to protect w44dlife. Construct
barriers to protect communities.
(Barriers would be of natural materials
such as trees).

Problem Solution

a. dependence on foreign imports- Develop economical domestic supplies

b. shortages Alterrrative energy sources such as
solar and nuclear energy. Ration use
of scarce forms and develop others for
safe and clean use.

c. over use Incentives to cut back

r_
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6. Safety:

Problem

A a. death and inj4ry

Self Check -- o. 20

1 .

2.

3.

4.

124

Solution

Safety devices and lower speed
limits.

Self Check -- p. 29

5. d

6. c

7..

a 5. b 1. b

b 6. FAA 2. d

c 7. True 3. a

Railroads 4. a
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